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This paper explores the use of linguistic features characteristic of impersonal or personal 
style in scientific writing by female authors in the eighteenth century. Variables such 
as discipline, subject-matter and genre are used to assess the ways in which abstract 
thought and argumentation are expressed by women, given that, even when these works 
were accepted by the scientific establishment, such modes of expression were more 
typical of men and men’s writing in the context of the Modern Age. Data from different 
genres and disciplines (History, Philosophy, Astronomy and Life Sciences) will be used 
in order to obtain more reliable findings. 
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4. Corpus Material 


























Total no. of words Male writing Female writing 
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 Manners, and Cus∫toms, of that great 
Empire, as govern’d, at this pre∫ent, by that 
6@A<?F   
 excellent Prince∫s, the Czarina. Shewing the 
Beauty of her Palace, the Grandeur of her 
   
 Courtiers, the Forms of Building at    
 Petersburgh, and other Places: with ∫everal    
 entertaining Adventures, that happened in    
 the Pa∫∫age by Sea, and Land    
(.?.5(0<AA The History of Mecklenburgh, from the Fir∫t CHET 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
 Settlement of the Vandals in that Country, 6@A<?F   
 to the Present Time; including a Period of    
 about Three Thou∫and Years    

























Words per genre 
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Selected features of Dimension 5 
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nonetheless, notwithstanding, otherwise, rather, similarly, therefore, thus, viz, in 
comparison, in contrast, in particular, in addition, in conclusion, in consequence, in 
sum, in summary, in any event, in any case, in other words, for example, for instance, by 
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